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Subject Flatter: (23) Theory of Leflag)ation and Detonation

ABSTRACT

The basic proceaaea in the shock initiation of

heterogeneous exploaivea have been investigated

theoretically using ● model of ● cube of nitro-

methane containing 91 cubic ●ir holes. The inter-

action of a shock wave with the density diacontin-

uities, the re,lulting hot spot fomation and inter-

action, ●nd the buildup to propagating detonation

were coatputed using three-dimensional numerical

Eulerian hydrodynamic with Arrheniut chemical re-

action and accurate equationa of rotate.

The ba~ic ~rocess in the desensitization of ●

hetero~eneous explosive by premhockina with ● shock

precmure too low to cauae propagating detonation was

numerically modeled.



Introduction

The hydrodynamic stability of One-dimwmional detanstiong in an

ideel gati of constant heat capacity undergoing an ●xothermic, irrevers-

ible, unimolecular

has been studied

information about

reaction with an Arrheniuti-law temperature dependence

analytically by Erpenbeck.l The analyaig gives no

the nature of the time-dependent behavior of the flow

for finite perturbations (the stability) of the ideal gas reaction zone

using a one-dimensional characteristic method. In those cases for which

Erpenbeck’a linearized analy~is has shown the steady-state solution to

be unstable to infinitesimal longitudinal perturbations, flows star’ced

in ● configuration approximating the oteady-utate solution exhibited

nondecaying oscillation; in thoee cases Sor which krpenbeck’s anal~~sis

ahowed the steady-state mlution t.o be stable, perturbation were found

to decay. 2

In Reference 3 w described the reoults of our studier of the

time-dependent behavior of the flow (the stability) of the ideal gas,

ni~romethane ●nd liquid TNT reaction zones to finite longitndi~al snd

transverse perturbation using finite difference re?hods to solve the

rehctive Navier-8tokea ●quationc of fluid dynamica. We also deucribed

the

me

time-dependent behavior of the flow of stable overdrtven nitrooeth-

detonationa formed by piatonm of v8rioun confiuurationm.

The constant velocity pi~ton culcul~tiona with h renolved raaction

zone show detailm of the procems of mhock initiation

The batic features ●re identical to those of the flow

4unresolved reaction zone. The shocked r,itromethaae

of nitromethane.

Coqltecl with ●n

fir-t c(mplrtely



decompoaesi at the piston and nchievea a detonation with a peak pressure

that builds up toward the C-J pressure of the high density shocked ni-

tromethane. The detonation wave overtakes the shock wave and the pres-

sure at the end of che reaction zone decays toward the piston presacre.

If one introduces gas bubbles or grit into a homogeneous explosive

such as ● liquid or a single crystal,, thereby producing a heterogeneous

●xplosive, the minimum shock pressur~! necessary to initiate propagating

detonation can be decreased by one order of magnitude.

lleterogentious ●xplosives, such aul PBX 9404 or Composition B, show a

different behmio~ than homogeneous ●xplosives when propa~ating along

confining surfaces. A heterogeneous ●xplosive can turn sharp corners

and propagate outward, ●nd depending upon its sensitivity, it nay show

●ither very little or much curvature when propagating ●long a metal sur-

face, The ❑echaniam of initiation for heterogeneous ●xplosives ia dif-

ferent than the simple Arrhenius kinetic model found ●dequate for homo-

geneous explosives. Heterogeneous ●xplosives ●re initiated ●nd may

propagate by the protest of shock interaction with denmity diacontin-

uities such ●s voids. These interactions result in hot regions that de-

cmpose and produce increasing prrsrnures that cause ~re and better

decmpomin8 regionn. The shock wa’~e increaoes in strength, releasing

mre and more ●ucr~y, until it becomes stron8 ●nough that ●ll of the cx-

plornive reactn ●nd detonation begins.

The numerical mdeling of the interaction of ● shock wave with a

single density di~continuity was reported in Reference 5 wher~ an

8.5-GPt shock interacting with a single spherical hole in nitromthane

wan mtudied.



The study was extended to four rectangular holesb where it was deter-

mined that n 0.0032-nm-radiufi cylindrical void tiould initiate propagat-

ing detonation and a O.001-nmn-radius void would form a hot spot which

failed to propagate bccauae of rarefactiona cooling the reactive wave.

Me ha~e studied the buildup of an 8.5-GPa shock wave in nitrometh-

ane as it interacts with 91 cubes, 0.002 M or 0.0004 m on a side. The

cubeb simulate a random spacing.

It has been observed that preshocking a heterogeneous ●xplosive

with a shock pressure too low to caur~e propagating detonation in the

time of interest can cauae a propa8nting detonation in unahocked explo-

8ive to fail to continue propagating when the detonation front ●rrives

●t the previously shocked explosive. For ●xploaivea that have been pre-

viously shocked, it haa been experimentally obaerved6 that the distance

of run to detonation for several multiple-shocked ●xplosives is deter-

mined primarily by the dictance afte~ the second shock haa overtaken the

lower pressure shock wave (t5e preshock). In this ntudy we exsmine the

baaic process in the desensitization of heterogeneous ●xplosives by

pre~hocking.

Computational tlethod

The three-dhenaional Eulerian reactive hydrodynamic code 3DE ia

demcribed in Reference 7. It umea techniques identical to those de-

scribed in detail in Reference 5 ●nd umd succemmfully for describing

two-dimensional Eulerian flow with mixed cells ●nd multicomponent equa-

tionrn of state, ●nd for modelin~ reactive flow.



The three-dimensional code has been used to study the interaction

of two, three, and five colliding, diverging spherical detonation waves

in PBX 9404. As described in Reference 8, the size and magnitude of the

high-pressure double, triple, quadruple, and quintuple interactions

depend upon the number and relative location of the initiators. The

initiation of propagating detonation in the insensitive explosive

PBX 9502 by triple shock wave interaction resulting from three initi-

ators has also been studied.

The three-dimensional computational grid contained 28 by 28 by 28

cells, each 0.001 m on a side. Ninety-one cubic air holes, e~ch 0.002

m on a side were placed in the grid in 4 laytru of 4 holes on a side,

separated by 3 layers of 3 holes on a side. The distance between hole

centers in ● layer was 0.006 mm and between layers the distance between

hole centers was 0.005196 am. The hole corners were offset by 0.0014 m

between layers. The

Fig. 1.

The nitromethane

initial locatious of the air holes ●re shown in

equations of state used were identical to those

described in Reference 5. The Arrhenius rate constants used were 40

kcal/mole for ●ctivation energy and 1.27 x 108 micrornecond “1 for the

frequency factou. The detonation wave is stable ●t C-J velocity for an

activation energy of 40 kcal/mole. The frequency factor is 100 times

larger thsn used for nitromethme in Reference 5.

A piston was applied to the bottom of the nitromethnne cube, shock-

ing the nitromethace initially to 8.5 GPa ●nd 1100 K. When the shock

wave interactz with ● hole, ● hot spot with temperatures several hundred

degrees hotter than the surrounding explosive is forned in the region
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above the hole when it is collapsed by the shock wave. The hot region

decomposes arid contributes energy to the shock wave which has been

degraded by the hole interaction.

Whether this energy is sufficient to compensate for the loss from

the hole interaction depends upon the magnitude of the initial shock

wave, the hole size, and the interaction with the flow from nearest

neighbor hot spots. The objective of the study was to determine the

nature of this complicated interaction.

The computational time step was 2.0 x 10-5 ❑icroseconds for the

0,002-amm hole problem. The calculations were performed on the Gray com-

puter. The computer time for calculating the 21,952 cells for 279

cycles or time steps was 1.5 hours,

Numerical Results

The interaction of an 8.5-GPa shock in a 0.028-Iua cube of nitro-

methane with ninety-one 0.002-~ cubical holes and chemical reaction is

shown in Fi#. 2. The shock interacts with the first layer of holes

causing hot spots upou closure of the holes , which decompose but do not

result in propagating detonation in the remainder of the nitromethane.

The decomposition enhances the shock wave so that, upon interaction with

upper voids, hotter ●nd larger hot spots ● re formed ●nd result in shocks

sufficiently strong to induce propassting detonation.

The interaction of ●n 8.5-GPa shock in ● 0.0056-M cube of nitro-

●cthane with uinety-one i),0004-mI cubical holes and chemical reaction is

shown in Fis. 3. The problem is identical to thst of Fig. 2, except.

scsled by 0.2.
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The hot spots form but are so small that they are quickly cooled by

the side and rear rarefactions before they can decompose enough to sig-

nificantly ●nhance the shock wave. The hot spots continue to react

slowly and keep the pressure behind the shock front from decaying. This

slow decomposition was observed5 in the shock initiation of heterogene-

ous explosives when an explosive continued to decompose behind the shock

front and even after the shock wave passed through a slab of explosive

too thin to build to propagating detonation.

The interaction of a 5.5-GPa shock in a 0.028-MM cube of nitrometh-

ane with ninety-one 0.002-nm cubical holes and chemical reaction is

shown in Fig. 4. The resulting hot spots are too cool (less than 900 X)

to cause appreciable decomposition before the side and rear rarefactions

further reduce the temperature of the hot spot.

The interaction of a 5.5-GPa shock for 0.0016 microseconds followed

by ●n 3.5-GPa shock i:l u 0.028-m cube of aitromethane with ninety-one

0.002-- cubical holes is shown in Fig. 5. The 5.5-GPa shock wave

closes the holes ●nd ●akes low-temperature hot spots, which result in

very little decomposition of the explosive. The following 8.5-GPa shock

wave does not have holes with which to interact. The precompressed

nitromethane resembles ● homogeneous explosive with the second shock

causing only some additional bulk shock heating. The multiple shocking

●lso results in ● lower nitromethane shock temperature than if it had

been singly shocked to 8.5 GPa.

When the 8.5-GPa shock wave catches up with the 5.5*GPa shock wave

it then interccts with the remaining holes, forming hot spots which



decompose and suppor~ the shock wave growth until propagating detonation

occurs. This models the experimentally observed behavior of the dis-

tance of run to detonation for multiple shocked explosives be’ng deter-=

mined primarily by the distance after the second shock has overtaken the

preshock.

Conclusions

The process of shock initiation of heterogeneous explosives has

been investigated numerically by studying the interaction of shock waves

with a cube of nitromethane with 91 holes. An 8.5-GPa shock interacting

with 0.002-Ims holes did not result in a propagating detonation until the

shock wave had arrived at the fourth layer of holes. The enhancement of

the shock wave by the chemical reaction resulting from the hot spots

caused by the shock interaction with the first layer o: holes resulted

in hotter and larger hot spots on each subsequent interaction until the

shock wave became strong enou8h to initiate propagating detonation in

the remainder of the nitromethane. Reducing the size of the holes to

0.0004 mu resulted in a sufficient ●mount of the explosive decomposing

to compentiate for the loss in ●nergy to the flow caused by the inter-

action of the shock wave with the holes. The shock wave slowly grew

stronger but propagating detonation did not occur in the time of the

calculation.

A 5.5-GPa shock wave resulted in insufficient heatin~ of the re-

sulting hot spots to cauoe aigr~ficant decomposition.
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The basic process of desensitization by preshocking is a result of

the holes being closed by the low-pressure initial shock wave without

resulting in appreciable explosive decomposition. The higher pressure

shock that arrives later does not have holes with which to interact and

behaves ii.ke a shock wave in a homogeneous explosive until it catches up

with the lower pressure pzeshock wave.

The brsic processes in the shock initiation of heterogeneo~s explo-

sives have been numerically modeled in three dimensions.
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Figure Legends

Fig. 1. The initial configuration of 91 cubical air holes iu a cube of

nitromethane.

Fig. 2. The cross sections for the 12th celi in the x-direction for the

interaction of an 8.5-GPa shock in a 0.028-Imn cube of nitro-

methane with ninety-one 0.002-Imn cubical holes. The interval

between isopycnics is 0.2 m8/nsu3 and between burn fraction

is 0.2. Shows buildup to propagating detonation.

Fig. 3. The cross secticns for the 12th cell in the x-direction for the

interaction of an 8.5-GPa shock in a 0.0056-ma cube of nitro-

methane with ninety-one 0.0004-m cubical holes. The intexval

between isopycnics is 0.2 mg/am3 and between burn fraction is

0.2. Shows the effect of hole uize.

Fig. 4. The cro~s sections for the 12th cell in the x-dii+ection for the

interaction of a 5.5-GPa ahcck in a 0.028-MI cube of nitro-

methane with ninety-one 0.002-un cubical holes. The interval

between jsopycnics is 0.2 m@m3 and between burn fraction ia

0.2. Shows the effect of initial pi-easure.

Fig, 5. The cross sections for the 12th cell in the x-direction for the

interaction of a 5,5-GPa shock for 1..6 x lC-3 pa followed by an

8.5-GPa shock in a 0.028-m cube of nitromethane with ninety-

one 0.002-m cubical holes. The interval between isopycnics is

0.2 mghln? ●nd between burn fraction is 0.2. Shows deaenniti-

zation by preshocking.
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